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This for sure one of my favorite games of all time. I may not have many hours on steam, but I have over 45 hours on other
platforms. It's very fun, fast paced, simple, very simple, and yet so much strategies and possibilities. It proves that you don't
need very much to have a great time. I would highly recomend it to anybody. This game was bomb af when I was a child and I
wanted nothing more than to relive those amazing days of clicking on every single pixel on the screen at least 100 times just to
make sure I didn't miss any secrets. HOWEVER!! For some reason its just decided NOT to work on my computer and will
glitch out, severely lag and the arrow glitches to the point where I cannot even play the game at all :( I really wanted to give this
a positive review but my experience with this particular version left me dissapointed because I payed 7 dollars to get a broken
game. I've tried tinkering with it, reinstalling it, you name it and it just wont work for me D':.
This game reminded me Kung Fu Master e Karate Kid, a sort of platform-action-brawler without complex combos or moves,
anyway is enough funny and the two protanists are mechanics (the
karate boy can hit with punches and kicks, the ninja girl can shooting shurikens). The commands are easy but works very well
and the level design is various. The graphic is nice, in retro style, too similiar at River City Ransom.
The story was good, with different endings and good boss battles. I recommend this game to fans of old games or side scrollers
in general. the price is right and it's really fun.

8\/10. Nice, relaxing indy title. Not a huge amount of content but perfect if you just want to escape to a sunny desert island. I'm
happy to support upcoming VR devs.. Draft and develop. ERROR ON WINDOWS 10 and not playable, strange thought it was
working fine before.. I actually would reccomend this game... if you like to be dominated and have everybody 360 noscope you,
while blindfolded. Also, when you shoot them, don't excpect to actually do damage, because your plane specifically was made to
fight teddy bears, while the other planes were made to survive a nuclear holocaust. Update: I would like to kill myself, and you
will too if you get this game. Have a wonderful day. Project Rhombus is a great game that syncs music to the beat. I never got
bored of it out of my 5 hours of playing it and it is because the game is super addictive. ANd the more you play the more
enjoyable it gets because you can play with the whole song and not lose. I have gotten 60.01 seconds on Hard mode and
unlocked expert mode. I cried when I played expert mode because it is so fantastic. It stunned me. I also was able to react faster
than I thought possible. The game also has enough settings to change to your need from having a solid background to changing
the SFX and Music seperatly. This game is the most fun you can have with headphones or even without, and it is worth your
time.

I loved this game and will continue to love it. And I think you will to.
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This game is amazing it's so much better then the ios version it's one of them games were you if you get bored this is the game
you make stuff blow stuff up! 10/10!!. Looks a lot better than the pictures, comes with a black and a grey livery (both UP). The
passenger cars and people have a bit to say for themselves though and no passenger view. Nice easy loco to drive and maintain
however. 7\/10. It's not a bad game, but anyone plays it, so it's bored.. Well,that didn't take long.Fantastic boot hunt simulator.If
ya die ya start all over.I didn't like it.Nice atmosphere though.Can't recommend.. This is a nice puzzle game with good pacing.
New mechanics are taught through simple levels before being expanded upon and combined with previous ideas for greater
challenges. The player must keep a "look before you leap" mindset while attempting to solve each puzzle. I found the puzzles to
be well-designed and quite clever, but there are a few later challenges in which the player does not have enough information at
first to reason through the entire puzzle, causing the player to potentially fail at least once in order to understand the puzzle in its
entirity; however, the player has infinite attempts at each challenge. I really like the models for this game. They are fun and
colorful and set a not-so-serious tone. In my opinion, the sound effects were somewhat loud compared to the background music,
but the music itself was easy on the ears. Overall, this is an excellent game for patient thinkers with tender hearts. It is a joy to
play, and I definitely recommend it.. Kind of on the fence with this one.

Yes V16's are amazing and I know this is a 'support the devs thing' Which is fine. But I just would like something else than just
one engine config, even if it was something crazy like 16 cylinder boxer etc :D

If it gets something else further down the line, ill recommend it.. Why did I even buy this game?
Life well spent.
I was the sperm that could be x123802 times I played this game.. Way too buggy. Refunded it.
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